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Albania as a Mediterranean country is highly vulnerable to forest fires. This is amplified by the emerging effects of global
warming and climate change. Extreme weather conditions characterized by increased peak temperatures and stretched
draught seasons are expected to become more frequent. In this context, estimations about wildfire ignition probabilities and
spread capacities of the territory are crucial. In this paper we bring an update to our previous indexing method for forested
lands classification by their wildfire ignition probability (WIPI) and wildfire spreading capacity (WSCI). The original method
follows a multi-variable approach by simultaneously considering social, environmental, and physical aspects of the territory.
In this version, we push forward four new parameters regarding the fuel properties. We integrate land cover type via Corine
Land Cover (CLC), Plant Heat Zones, Tree Cover Density (TCD), and NDVI along with the previous ones. Raw materials and
the software are purposely selected from free-accessible sources. This makes the method easier to be reproduced to other
study areas. The analytical steps of the process are performed in QGIS software including the Semi-Automatic Classification
Plugin (SCP) which is useful in calculating NDVI values. The diversity among the inventory values of the selected criteria
urges for a normalizing procedure within QGIS. Besides, each criterion is foreseen to have a specific impact on the WSCI
value, which is weighted via Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). The sum of the products of the normalized class and the
weighted impact factor of each criterion generates the WSCI value. The results of this study provide useful materials in
support of wildfire risk reduction within the national priorities of disaster risk management and fire safety in Albania.

Figure 1. The study area consisting of the territory of the Albanian Republic within
Europe including the new four criteria; (a) vegetation type based on CLC data of
2018, (b) tree cover density, (c) plant heat zones, and (d) NDVI.

Figure 2. The multicriteria model for WSCI indexing based on
social, environmental, physical and fuel properties of the vegetated
locations, including the respective raw materials and data sources.
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Figure 5. The normalized WSCI indexing results for Albanian territory.
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Table 1. The Workflow of the process for calculating WSCI values in QGIS.
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Table 4. Multi-criteria used in WSCI index calculation, including their 
respective relevancy and their impact factor within and among categories (βj). 

This study presented a rapid and cost-free method for classifying
the vegetated surfaces of a territory by their wildfire spreading
capacities. The proposed method is primarily useful for study
areas and regions that lack historical data about the wildfire
regimes, which is a frequent condition in developing countries.
This is more crucial in regions like western Balkans within the
Mediterranean zone, in which the lack of historical data and the
current wildfire risk are significant conditions. The method
presented in this study can be considered a contribution to the
pre-occurrence phase of the wildfire management processes.

Table 3. The inventory results including the upper bound, lower bound 
and median values of WSCI indexing results.
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